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Abstract—Organ-specific, targeted Field-of-View (FoV) Positron Emission Tomography (PET)/ Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) inserts are viable solutions for a number of imaging tasks where whole-body PET/MRI systems lack the necessary sensitivity and resolution. To meet the required PET detector performance of these systems, high count-rates and effective spatial resolutions on the order of a few mm, a novel two-axis patterned reflector foil pixelated scintillator crystal array design is developed and its proof-of-concept illustrated in-silico with the Monte Carlo radiation transport modelling toolkit Geant4. It is shown that the crystal surface roughness and phased open reflector cross-section patterns could be optimised to maximise either the PET radiation detector’s effective spatial resolution, or count rate before event pile up. In addition it was illustrated that these two parameters had minimal impact on energy and time resolution of the proposed PET radiation detector design. Finally, it is shown that a PET radiation detector with balance performance could be constructed using ground crystals and phased open reflector cross-section pattern corresponding to the middle of the tested range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organ-specific, targeted Field-of-View (FoV) Positron Emission Tomography (PET)/ Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) inserts are viable solutions for a number of imaging tasks where whole-body PET/MRI systems lack the necessary sensitivity and resolution [1], [2], [3], [4]. Whilst these systems’ smaller PET bore diameters of approximately 10 to 30 cm result in increased sensitivity across their FoV, it also increases the impact of “parallax error” on system spatial resolution that arise from Depth-of-Interaction (DoI) effects within clinical PET radiation detectors [3], [5], [6].

To suppress these effects, and reach the target spatial resolutions of 1 mm, compact MR compatible photosensors coupled crystal arrays with adequate x-y and DoI resolution are required without compromising energy resolution, time resolution and maximum count rate [7], [8]. At present three primary designs of single sided readout scintillator detectors have been developed to solve this issue: multi-layered pixelated arrays [9], [10], [11], [12], monolithic [13], [14], [15], and two-axis light sharing patterned reflector foil crystal arrays [16], [17], [18].

Multi-layered pixelated scintillator PET detectors were the first of these three PET single sided readout scintillator detector types developed [9], [10]. They were developed with the specific purpose of enabling DoI measurement via an encoded light sharing pattern determined through specific crystal array layer offsets with respect to one another [9], [11], [12]. With this approach it became possible to identify which scintillator crystal and layer the gamma-ray interacted at the cost of energy and time resolution due to optical photon scattering between crystal interfaces [6]. Whereas monolithic scintillator detectors implement a single reflective foil wrapped crystal and utilise the light sharing distribution of optical photons over the whole surface of the spatially resolving optical photosensor to determine gamma-ray interaction location [13]. This simple, yet-robust, design resulted in a radiation detector that possesses high energy, x-y spatial, temporal and DoI resolution [14]. However, this type of PET detector is not an ideal candidate for all target FoV PET/MR imaging insert applications due to the possible occurrence of saturation effects from the high PET radiotracer concentration in close proximity [6].

Two-axis light sharing patterned reflector foil crystal arrays were first proposed via Ito et al [16]. These systems implemented light spreading along specific axis within a crystal array via reflectors that partially cover the crystal surfaces. A standard triangular pattern on the top and bottom half of the inter crystal foils along the x- and y-axis respectively was shown to enable DoI to be determined on the extent of light shared along each axis. Further exploration of this novel PET detector technology has illustrated that it was able to obtain excellent energy, x-y spatial and modest DoI resolution when coupled to SiPMs [17], [18]. However, the long-range light-sharing distributions required to yield this DoI information limits their maximum count rate and, in the case of their application to target FoV PET/MR imaging inserts, there is a high probability that they will suffer from event pile-up effects due to high PET radiotracer concentration in close proximity (e.g. heart and liver uptake in target breast cancer imaging).

This work outlines and presents an in-silico proof-of-concept investigation of a novel MR-compatible two-axis pat-
terned reflector foil pixelated scintillator crystal array design intended for organ-specific, targeted FoV PET/MR inserts. A controllable light-sharing approach was develop through a repeating phased open reflector cross-section pattern along each light-sharing axis. This novel design creates virtual light trapping boundaries, a floating light isolating region of crystals within a larger scintillator crystal array, and enables the determination of DoI whilst minimising the probability of event pile-up. An overview of the light-sharing patterned reflector foil array geometry concept is presented in Section II. Following this overview in Section II the in-silico proof-of-concept investigation for a PET radiation detector intended for the breast cancer imaging PET/MR insert HYPMED is described. The results of this in-silico investigation, their discussion and an overall conclusion then follows in Section III, IV and V respectively.

II. METHOD

A. Light-Sharing Patterned Reflector Foil Array Geometry

Previous single side readout PET radiation detector system designs that can measure DoI utilise high levels of light sharing within crystals/crystal arrays to span the full domain of the photosensor. This work proposes a novel encoded reflective foil array design in which pixelated scintillator crystals are placed that controls the extent of light sharing across the array to a desired range. These encoded reflective foils possess a step like structure which spans a maximum of half the foil height (z-axis), with each step separated into equally sized sub-regions (see Figure 1). The number of sub-regions is proportional to the desired light sharing range as a function of the number of pixels (i.e. 3 sub-regions for a desired light sharing range of 3 pixelated crystals).

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Fig. 1. Top half of set of 5 step encoded reflective foil designs intended to control the light-sharing to 3 pixelated crystals within a pixelated crystal array.

Along each light sharing axis the encoded foils take turns of having one of the the sub-regions filled with a Phase Shifted Insert (PSI) in a periodic manner (i.e. left to right like seen in Figure 1). These PSI varied reflective foils are placed in repeating pattern perpendicular to the desired direction of light-sharing (i.e. x-axis) and then rotated via 180 degrees before being placed in the same manner along the other (y-axis). The net result is the creation of a virtual full reflective foil boundary which limits the range of light sharing to a desired distance from the site of interaction (± 3 crystals). The linear offset of PSIs in each foil along the x- and y-axis with increasing pixelated crystal distance results in a decreasing effective open cross-section (66%, 33%, and 0% for 1, 2 and 3 crystals spanned respectively). This repeating foil structure enables a unique light sharing distribution along the x- and y-axis dependent on DoI, which can be retrieved with an appropriate analysis method, whilst still limiting the extent of light sharing to minimise the probability of multiple gamma-rays being detected as one.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Fig. 2. Population pattern for a 7 by 7 array of pixelated scintillator crystals, where the x-axis are populate with the foil open cross-sections pointing up and the y-axis pointing down. Here the shaded colour of each foil segment represents the foil designs seen in Figure 1.

An exemplar of a set of encoded reflective foil designs to control the light sharing to a range of 3 pixels from the point of gamma-ray interaction is shown in Figure 1 (note: only the top half of the foil is presented). A key illustrating their population pattern in a 7 by 7 array of pixelated scintillator crystals, where the x-axis are populate with the foil openings point up and the y-axis pointed down, can be seen in Figure 2. The shaded colour of each foil segment represents the foil designs seen in Figure 1. Figure 3 (left) illustrates the axis of light sharing of this array dependent on interaction height within the pixelated scintillator crystal, out/into the page at the top and across the page at the bottom, and Figure 3 (right) the ideal light sharing distribution for a full wrapped array bonded to a photosensor.

In Figure 3 (right) three different interaction depths of gamma-rays within the central pixelated scintillator crystal can be seen: top near the foil, in the middle, and at the bottom close to the optical photosensor. These unique light-sharing
distribution along the x- and y-axis illustrate DoI dependence and that their interaction position can be retrieved with an appropriate analysis method, whilst limiting the extent of light-sharing to minimise the probability of multiple gamma-rays being detected as one. Further control over the extent of light-sharing can be obtained by dilating the width of the PSIs seen in Figure 1. This dilation enables for both the maximum range of light-sharing and maximum detector count-rate to be optimised as desired.

![Fig. 3. Axial light-sharing direction (left) and ideal light-sharing distribution at the bottom surface for the full wrapped array based on the foil design in Figure 1. Here the light-sharing distributions for gamma-ray photoelectric absorption at the top, middle and bottom within the central crystal can be seen at their respective position (right).](image)

**B. In-Silico Proof-of-Concept Investigation**

An in-silico test platform was constructed using the Monte Carlo radiation transport modelling toolkit Geant4 version 10.3 [19], [20], [21] to explore a PET radiation detector design intended for the HYPMED PET/MR insert. The following description of the developed in-silico platform and the proof-of-concept investigation is separated into four primary areas: 1) detector geometry and material, 2) physics and optical surface modelling, 3) photosensor response and PET detector readout modelling, and 4) PET radiation detector performance assessment/optimisation.

1) Detector Geometry and Materials: A schematic of the PET radiation detector composed of a single layered one-side readout pixelated scintillator crystal array, with outer and top wrapping, coupled to a Philips DPC3200 Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) [22], [23] is shown in Figure 2. The crystal array is composed of an encoded Vikuiti ESR foil separated and wrapped array of 24 by 24 LYSO crystals (1.26 (X) × 1.26 (Y) × 15.0 (Z) mm) mounted onto the quartz glass protector of a Philips SiPM with a 100 micron thick layer of DELO photobond 4436 glue. An identical encoded ESR foil array pattern to that seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3 was implemented in [22], 2 a given SPAD can only trigger once per simulated primary particle (be it gamma-ray or electron), 3) all SiPM pixels have a zero dark count rate and avalanche triggering probability, and 4) there is no Philips DPC3200 SiPM onboard sub-pixel or validation trigger logic. Finally, the output of the Philips DPC3200 SiPM per simulate primary particle was implemented to approximate the unit output: an 8 × 8 array of representing the total number of SPAD triggers per SiPM pixel. As for the electronic behaviour of the photosensor, it was modelled based on four assumptions: 1) the probability of a photoelectrically absorbed optical photon triggering a SPAD is proportional to the Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) outlined in [22], [23] within each SiPM pixel of the Geant4 test platform. As for the electronic behaviour of the photosensor, it was modelled based on four assumptions: 1) the probability of a photoelectrically absorbed optical photon triggering a SPAD is proportional to the Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) outlined in [22], [23] within each SiPM pixel of the Geant4 test platform.

2) Physics and Optical Surface Modelling: Gamma-ray, x-ray and electron transport was simulated using the Geant4 Option4 EM physics list (G4EmStandardPhysics_option4 [21]) with atomic deexcitation enabled, a maximum particle step length of 10 µm, and a low-energy cut off of 250 eV. Optical photon generation and transport was included for the processes of scintillation, absorption, refraction and reflection through implementation of the available Geant4 “Unified” model [24]. With the exception of the ESR foil to other material interfaces (modelled as a dielectric to metal with reflectively matching the 3M Vikuiti ESR data sheet), the optical interface of all other materials was modelled as a dielectric to dielectric. Furthermore, all but one material optical interfaces were described as ground surfaces with a surface roughness of 0.1 degrees (i.e. its not possible for surfaces to be “perfectly smooth”) [25], [26]. The singular exception was the surface roughness of four sides of each LYSO crystal which was optimised to maximise the PET radiation detector performance (see Section II-B4).

3) Photosensor Response and PET Detector Readout Modelling: Modelling of the photosensor response was implemented in two steps: 1) physical geometry, and 2) electronic response. The physical geometry of the Philips DPC3200 SiPM was achieved through the definition of scoring boundaries that mimicked the shape and location of all 3200 59.4 µm × 64 µm Single Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs) [22], [23] within each SiPM pixel of the Geant4 test platform. As for the electronic behaviour of the photosensor, it was modelled based on four assumptions: 1) the probability of a photoelectrically absorbed optical photon triggering a SPAD is proportional to the Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) outlined in [22], [23] within each SiPM pixel of the Geant4 test platform. As for the electronic behaviour of the photosensor, it was modelled based on four assumptions: 1) the probability of a photoelectrically absorbed optical photon triggering a SPAD is proportional to the Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) outlined in [22], [23] within each SiPM pixel of the Geant4 test platform.
detector design, each $8 \times 8$ SiPM pixel SPAD trigger count was also accompanied by a full list their respective timestamps relative to the first interaction time of the primary particle within the LYSO crystals.

For each simulated primary particle, the output from the photosensor response model was input into a PET detector read-out algorithm to determine the gamma-ray interaction location $(x, y, z)$ based on a Weighted Least Square (WLS) approach [27]:

$$\begin{align*}
(x, y, z, RM) &= \arg\min_{(x, y, z, RM)} \sum_{i=1}^{9} \frac{(DM_{i} - RM)^{2}}{RM} \quad (1)
\end{align*}$$

where DM is the $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprint containing the SiPMs maximum pixel value, and RM is a reference matrix of the matching footprints for each SiPMs maximum pixel value location. Here the $3 \times 3$ SiPM footprint ensures that the ideal light-sharing zone around a gamma-ray interaction within any of the detectors LYSO pixel (i.e. a $\pm 3$ crystal range) is measured. Furthermore, the orientation of these $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprint with respect to the SiPMs maximum pixel value is dependent on the maximum pixel values location with in Philips DPC3200 SiPM pixel array. For example if the maximum SiPM pixel value was in the top corner, centre, far right hand side, etc., of the Philips DPC3200 SiPM pixel array, then the same will be true for its location within the $3 \times 3$ SiPM footprint.

The reference matrix (RM) contains a set of 14 surrogate depth dependent photoelectrically absorbed 511 keV gamma-ray $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprints for each individual LYSO crystal within the encoded Vikuiti ESR foil separated and wrapped array. These surrogate 511 keV gamma-ray interaction depth dependent $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprints were calculated, on a 1 mm resolution along the depth of the PET detector (Z direction) seen in Figure 4, with the developed Geant4 test platform for five hundred electrons emitted in a $\pi$ solid angle at the centre of x-y cross-section for propagation of optical photons between LYSO crystal and limited in angular emission towards the arrays top outer edges. Assessment of the performance of the PET radiation detector in these configurations was determine through the use of five Figures of Merit (FoMs): 511 keV photopeak Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) energy resolution, Crystal of Interaction Identification Accuracy (CoIIA), estimated DoI accuracy, extent of Light Restriction (LR) to a $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprint, and relative SPAD trigger time for the 1st, 10th and last optical photon per 511 keV gamma-ray. The last four of these five FoMs was applied to photoelectric absorption events of the incident 511 keV gamma-rays, with all FoMs calculated for four LYSO crystal array region classifications: central, edge (within 3 crystal of a single array edge), corner (within 3 crystal of two array edges), and total.

III. Results

The 511 keV photopeak FWHM energy resolution of the three different crystal surface types and four different LYSO crystal array region classifications as a function of PSI dilation can be seen in Figure 7. As is typically observed in crystal array based PET radiation detectors, the effective energy resolution in the central region of the array is generally superior...
to the edge and corner regions for all crystal surface type and PSI combinations [28], [29]. Furthermore, the crystal surface roughness and PSI dilation seems to have minimal impact on energy resolution. Therefore, based on this data, an energy resolution of approximately 15% would be expected regardless of the selected crystal surface conditions and PSI dilation.

![Fig. 7. Energy resolution (FHWM) for four LYSO array crystal region classifications: central (top left), edge (top right), corner (bottom left), and total (bottom right). The coloured dash lines correspond to a fitted linear function for each crystal surface type to illustrate the general trend as a function of PSI.](image)

Figure 7 presents the CoIIA of the three different crystal surface types and four different LYSO crystal array region classifications as a function of PSI dilation. In contrast to the effective energy resolution trends observed in Figure 7, the edge and corner regions within the LYSO crystal array possess higher CoIIA than the central region. When the range of CoIIA is expanded to include estimation within neighbouring pixels as well, the relationship reverts to match the general behaviour that the central region of the crystal array performance is superior with near 100% identification of the gamma-ray interact site within this x-y crystal range (± 1 crystal). Furthermore, their appears to be a near zero effect of PSI dilation on the CoIIA, with the true crystal of interaction begin identified over 50% of the time regardless of crystal surface type.

The general trend that the central region of the crystal arrays performance is superior to that of the edge and corner regions [28], [29], can also be observed for the estimated DoI accuracy to within 2, 4 and 6 mms of actual gamma-ray interaction depth shown in Figure 9. Across the PSI dilation range the DoI estimation accuracy to within 2 mm can be seen to be 10 and 20 % lower for the edge and corner regions respectively regardless of the LYSO crystal surface type. In the case of the 4 mm and 6 mm data the observed difference is less, but still present. However in contrast to the previously discussed FoMs, clear dependencies of DoI performance can be observed for both the crystal surface type and PSI dilation. In the case of the crystal surface it appears that an inverse relationship exists between surface roughness and DoI performance (i.e. a polished crystal surface would yield the best DoI performance for the proposed PET radiation detector design). Whereas for PSI dilation, a clear inverse relationship with DoI accuracy is present with the ability to determine the gamma-ray interaction to within 2 mm across the total LYSO crystal array decreasing from over 80% to around 60% across the explored domain.

![Fig. 8. Crystal of Interaction Identification Accuracy (CoIIA) for four LYSO array crystal region classifications: central (top left), edge (top right), corner (bottom left), and total (bottom right). The two shades of CoIIA data, in decreasing intensity, represent the accuracy of estimating gamma-ray interaction within the “true” crystal of interaction and its neighbour.](image)

For the extent of LR as a function of gamma-ray interaction position with in the crystal array, seen in Figure 10 three of notable trends as a function of PSI dilation and crystal surface roughness can be observed. The first of these trends is that the extent of LR is directly proportional to crystal surface roughness (i.e. high surface roughness leads to greater
internal light scattering within each LYSO crystal). Second, a direct relationship between LR and PSI dilation is present due to the reduction in total open cross-section of the foils limiting light propagation between LYSO crystals. Third, at the edge and corner regions within the LYSO crystal array the extent of LR increases. This behaviour can be attributed to the impact of the outer LYSO crystal array reflective wrapping(scintillation photons back into LYSO crystals residing within the $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprint. Overall, based on these observed trends, maximum light restriction to a $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprint can be achieve through increase the PSI dilation and using LYSO crystal with a high surface roughness.

![Fig. 10. Mean and standard deviations of the Light Restriction (LR) to a $3 \times 3$ SiPM pixel footprint for four LYSO array crystal region classifications: central (top left), edge (top right), corner (bottom left), and total (bottom right). The coloured dash lines correspond to a fitted linear function for each crystal surface type to illustrate general trends as a function of PSI.](image)

The mean and standard deviation of the 1st, 10th and final SPAD trigger times for the different crystal surface types and LYSO crystal array region classifications can be seen in Figures 11, 12, and 13 respectively. In these figures it can be seen that both the crystal surface roughness and crystal array region of gamma-ray interaction have minimal impact on mean time of the 1st, 10th and final SPAD trigger. For the impact of PSI dilation, there is a weak inverse relationship with respect to mean time of the 1st, 10th and final SPAD trigger for all explored crystal surface types and LYSO crystal array region classifications. These observed relationships are also true for the standard deviation of the 1st and final SPAD trigger times. However in the case of the standard deviation of the 10th SPAD trigger times, the trends for crystal surface roughness and PSI dilation hold true for the central but not the edge and corner crystal array regions which could be attributed to the impact of scintillation photon scattering.

**IV. DISCUSSION**

Assessment/optimisation of the performance of the proposed PET radiation detector design in the configurations outlined in Section II was undertaken through the use of five FoMs. Of these five FoMs, it was shown that for three of them (energy resolution, CoIIA, and mean/standard deviation in SPAD trigger time) that crystal surface roughness and foil PSI dilation had effectively zero impact. The two remaining FoMs, DoI and LR, displayed dependence on both the crystal surface roughness and foil PSI dilation. However, in the case of the impact of gamma-ray interaction location within the three different defined detector crystal array regions (central, edge, and corner), all but one of the FoMs followed the general trend that the central region possessed the best performance. This exception was for LR, where the edge and corner regions
out performed the central region due to the impact of the outer LYSO crystal array reflective wrapping scattering the scintillation photons back into the 3×3 SiPM pixel footprint region.

Of the two FoMs that observed a dependence on crystal surface roughness and foil PSI dilation, DoI and LR, their relative relationships are inverse to one another. Since these two FoMs can be linked to effective spatial resolution and maximum count rate before event pile up, i.e. greater LR restriction would reduce the cross-talk between 3
maximum count rate before event pile up, i.e. greater LR restriction would reduce the cross-talk between these two crucial performance characteristics of the proposed PET radiation detector design [6], [28], [29]. For example to achieve the highest possible count rate before event pile up, high crystal surface roughness and large foil PSI dilation would be required. Whereas to maximise the effective spatial resolution through increasing DoI accuracy, the opposite configuration would be required (e.g. polished crystals and minimal PSI dilation). Based on the data presented in Figures 9 and 10, a compromise between the two could be achieved through the use of ground LYSO crystal and a PSI dilation of 1.75.

Within this work the photosensor electronic behaviour was treated in a simple manner, making it difficult to state any strong conclusion on the possible Time of Flight (ToF) performance [30], [31]. However, a rough estimate of the possible ToF performance without correction for DoI dependence can be drawn from the standard deviations seen in Figures 11 and 12 assuming that each DPC3200 was configure in such a manner to trigger on the 1st and 10th SPAD trigger respectively (here it is assumed that the uncertainties of two DPC3200 sum in quadrature, and the impact of Cherenkov emission is ignored [32], [33], [34]). Across the range of crystal surface roughness and foil PSI dilation explored the mean standard deviations for the total LYSO crystal array was 210 and 470 ps for the 1st and 10th SPAD trigger time respectively. This would result in ToF FWHM times of 700 and 1600 ps assuming that the temporal profile resembled a Gaussian distribution. Whilst this performance would be acceptable for gamma-ray pair correlation, it would be insufficient for ToF line of response modulation in systems such as HYPMED [5], [6], [28], [29].

Finally, the CoIIIA and DoI FoMs data illustrates that the implemented least squares readout approach would yield an approximate three dimensional spatial resolution of 2 to 2.5 mm. This result matches those obtained in Ito et al.'s in-silico investigation with their two-axis light sharing patterned reflector foil crystal array design and 1×1×16 mm LYSO crystals [16]. Whilst a three dimensional spatial resolution of 2 to 2.5 mm would be acceptable for a standard clinical PET system [28], [29], it is insufficient for organ specific limited FoV PET inserts such as HYPMED [5], [6]. Therefore PET radiation detector design specific readout algorithms are needed to maximise potential performance (e.g. advanced positioning algorithms [18], [35], [36], [37], DoI corrected ToF [3], [6], etc.). This is a major consideration in the next phase of this work being undertaken at TUDelft, in which, an experimental prototype is being constructed utilising ground LYSO crystals and UV laser cut Vikuiti ESR foils of PSI dilation of 1.0 (produced by Micron Laser Technology1) with the Philips DPC3200 photosensor.

V. CONCLUSION

To meet the PET detector performance requirements of organ-specific limited FoV PET/MR inserts, a novel two-axis patterned reflector foil pixelated scintillator crystal array design was developed and its proof-of-concept illustrated in-silico with the Monte Carlo radiation transport modelling toolkit Geant4. It was shown that the crystal surface roughness and phased open reflector cross-section patterns could be optimised to maximise either the PET radiation detector’s effective spatial resolution, or count rate before event pile up. In addition it was illustrated that these two parameters had minimal impact on the energy and time resolution of the proposed PET radiation detector design. Finally, it was determined that a PET radiation detector with balance performance could be constructed using ground crystals and phased open reflector cross-section pattern correspond to the middle of the tested range.
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APPENDIX A
GEANT4 IN-SILICO TEST PLATFORM MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The following appendix contains the density, elemental composition, and optical/scintillation properties of all materials utilised in the developed Geant4 in-silico test platform. Material data relating to the world volume, Vikuiti ESR foil, bonding glue and implemented Philips DPC3200 SiPM is outlined in Table 1 and Figure 14. Whereas material data relating to the LYSO scintillator crystals, based on information from the Masters’ thesis of Dachs [38], can be seen in Table II and Figure 15.

---

Fig. 14. DPC3200 pixel (Si) and quartz glass (SiO₂) material refractive index (solid line) and attenuation length (dashed line) data sets implemented in the Geant4 in-silico test platform.

Fig. 15. LYSO scintillator crystal material refractive index (solid line), attenuation length (dashed line) and normalised scintillation photon emission intensity (dotted line) data sets implemented in the Geant4 in-silico test platform.

---
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